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The invention relates to metallic resistor 
ids of cast, rolled or‘forged construction 

gr use ‘in electric furnaces or kilns, and 
more particularly to the cross sectional shape 

5 of such grids and the means for supportlng 
the same in the furnace or kiln. 

It is well known that metallic resistor grids 
of di?erent cross sectional shapes have been 
made and used in electric furnaces andthe 

to like with various degrees of satisfaction and 
success. But, particularly where such re 
sistors are cast, owing to the shrinkage of the 
heat resisting metal from which they are 
formed, and to the varying cross sectional 

g5 thickness of the grids, di?culties have been 
encountered in the manufacture and opera 
tion of such grids. 

rl‘he object of the present improvement is 
to provide a metallic resistor grid having 

20 substantially the cross sectional shape of a 
letter ‘Y, whereby a casting, or the like, of 
substantially uniform thickness may be pro 
duced. ' 

A further object of the improvement is to 
25 provide a cross sectional shape of resistor 

arranged to be located in the furnace in such 
position that the greater part of the heat 
rays are directed away from the adjacent 
furnace wall; - 
A further object is to provide a grid hav 

ing a relatively large surface in proportion 
to its cross sectional area, whereby ef?cient 
and rapid emission of heat may be secured. 
Another obj slot is to provide a grid having 

30 

> 35 e?cient disposition of material so as to give 
strength for resisting distortion when the 

'd is located in a horiaontal plane. 
A still further object is to provide a grid 

of this cross sectional shape adapted for use 
49 beneath the hearth ofa furnace or kiln over 

which material or articles to be treated are 
continuously or intermittently moved, Where 
by scale and the like falling from the hearth 
and striking upon the resistor grid will easily 

45 slide or drop therefrom and be deposited up 

on the door beneath the resistor, preventing 
‘danger of 'short-circuiting the same. ’ ' 1 
The above and other objects may be at 

tained by constructing and mounting the im 
proved resistor grid in the manner illustrated - 
1n the accompanying drawings, in which 
_ Figure .1 is an elevation of a portion of the 
improved resistor‘ grid especially adapted 
for use upon the side Walls of a furnace or 
kiln, or for use in the bottom of a furnane 
or kiln as illustrated in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 2, an enlarged cross sectional‘ view 
through one leg of the grid taken substan 
tially on the line 2-—2, Fig. l; ' 

Fig. 3, a vertical longitudinal section 
through a furnace provided with a roller 
hearth illustrating the manner ‘of supportin 
the improved resistor grid beneath the heart 
rollers thereof; 

Fig. 4, a transverse sectional view through 
a furnace provided with the resistor located 
beneath the hearth plates; 

Fig. 5, a fragmentary plan sectional view 
of the furnace illustrated in Fig. Ll, showing 
the improved resistor grid supported beneath 
the hearth plates thereof;_ '_ 

Fig. 6, an enlarged fragmentary plan view 
of a portion of one of the hearth resistors 
and the supporting rod therefor; 

Fig. 7, a detached perspective view of the 
supporting rod; and 

Fig. 8, a detail sectional view through the 
cut-out portion of one of the grid supporting 
piers. ’ 

Similar numerals refer to similar parts 
throughout the drawings. ' 
For the purpose of illustrating the manner 

of mounting the improved resistor grid with 
in a furnace or the like, the drawings show 
a furnace which may comprise the base 10, 
side Walls 11 and roof 12, formed of suitable 
refractory material and enclosed as by the 
metal casing 13. Structural members 14, of 
usual construction, may be provided for sup- 90 
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porting the brickwork and for carrying the 
roof supporting structure 15. , y 
In the furnace shown in Fig. 3, the hearth 

may be formed of a spaced plurality of hearth 
rolls 1, spaced above the ?oor and adapted 
to convey material or articles to be treated, 
through the furnace from end to end, doors 2, 
being provided at each end for entrance and 
discharge of the material. 

a Each resistor grid 29 preferably includes 
a plurality of straight bars 29', spaced apart 
in the same plane, and connected at alternate 
ends as by curved portions 29", so as to form 
a sinuous grid as best shown in Fig. 1. 
In ‘ order to produce the temperature 

necessary, one or more of the improved resis 
tors, as shown at 29, may be located below 

' the hearth rollers, and spaced above the ?oor 

25 

a ‘of the furnace. 
20 The working hearth of the furnace shown" 

in Figs. 4 and 5 may be composed of the hearth 
plates 16 supported as upon the main and 
secondary piers 17 and 18_ extended upward 
from the base or, ?oor 10. 
For the purpose of producing the desired 

temperature in the lower portion of the fur 
nace one or more of the improved resistor 

° grids may be located beneath the hearth plates 
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and preferably spaced above the ?oor or base‘ 
in order to prevent an accumulation of scale 
and the like upon the resistor. . 
With the construction of. piers above re 

ferred to, it will be seen that a space is left 
between the piers in which the resistor may 
be mounted. For this purpose each of the 
secondary piers 18 may have spaced cut-out 
portions 19 extending to a point midwa be 
tween the hearth plates and the floor or ase. 
The resistor for use beneath the hearth is 

of the cross sectional shape shown in Fig. 2, 
in the form of an equilateral three-pointed 
star or Y comprising the three similar ribs 
20, the angles between centers of the several 
ribs being each 120 degrees as shown. 

This bottom resistor may be of sinuous 
form and may comprise the alternate wide 
and narrow loop portions 21 and 22,,respec 
tively, the wide loops‘ 21 being supported in 
the cut-out portions 19 of the secondary piers 
and the narrow loops 22 being located be 
tween said piers. ‘ ' 
The upper edges of the cut-out portions of 

the piers 18 may be beveled as shown at 23 
so as to shed scale or the like which may fall - 
from the hearth plates, thus preventing the 
scale from piling up upon the piers at this 
point and short-circuitlng the resistor. 
Anysuitable means may be provided for 

supporting the narrow loops 22, such as the 
rods 24 of suitable heat resisting ‘metal, lo 
cated between adjacent piers and having the 
upright prongs 25 between which the end 
portion of each loop 22 is received. 
The hearth ‘resistor is thus supported mid 

way between the ?oor and the hearth plates 
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with one rib thereof extending vertically up 
ward toward the hearth plates and the other 
two ribs extending downward at equal angles, 
whereby any scale which drops upon the grid, 
15110111 the hearth plates, will easily slide or 
I‘0P . 

the ?oor beneath the grid, preventing danger 
of short-circuiting of the grid. - 
At the same time, it will be seen 

particular cross sectional shape and arrange 
ment of the hearth grid provides for direct 
ing the major portion of the heat rays from 
the grid'toward the hearth at an angle to 
the ?oor or'bottom wall of the furnace. 

Urrids of the same cross sectional shape may . 
be supported from the roof as indicated gen 
erally at 26, resting upon the ledges 27 ‘ at 
opposite sides of the furnace and similar 
ledges ‘upon the refractory blocks 28 which 
may be removably supported upon the under 
side of the roof. - ' ' ' 

Similarly shaped resistor grids may be 
mounted upon the side walls of the furnace as 
indicated generally at 29, one of these grids 
being shown in detail in Fig. 1 of the draw 
ings. These grids may also be of sinuous 
shape and .adapted to be supported at their 
upper endsby any suitable form of hanger-or 
support carried by the side walls of the fur 
nace. ' 

If desired, depending tail portions 30 may 
,be formed at the lower ends of the loops and 
received in suitable guides as shown at 31, 

. carried by the side walls.‘ 
In the side wall resistors, the same as in 

the other cases, the resistor may be so posi 
tioned that one rib extends toward the in 

. terior of the furnace at substantially a right 
angle to the adjacent wall while the other two 
ribs are inclined toward the wall at similar 
angles, thus directing the majoriportion of 
the heat rays toward the interior ‘of the fur 
nace chamber at an angle to the adjacent wall. 
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From the above, it will be evident that the ' 
improved grid may be cast, rolled, forged 
or otherwise formed of heat resisting metal 
with a substantially uniform cross sectional 
shape throughout and so arranged that the 
same is equally capable of use for hearth, roof 
or side wall heating. .. 
We claim: 
1. A resistor grid including a straight bar 

having a cross sectional shape in the form of 
a substantially equilateralthree-pointed star. \ 

2. YA resistor grid including a straight bar 
' having a cross sectional shape in the form of 
a substantially equilateral three-pointed star, 
the ribs thereof being of equal section. ‘ ' 

3. A resistor grid including a straight bar 
whose cross'section has three ribs oflsubstan 
tially equal section located at angles of 120 
degrees to each other. 

4.‘ A resistor grid including a straight bar 
whose cross section has three ribs of substan 
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tially uniform section located at equal angles 
to each other. ‘ 

5. A resistor grid comprising a plurality 
of straight bars each having a cross sectional 
shape in the form of a substantially equi 
lateral three-pointed star, the bars being so 
connected at their ends to produce a sinuous 

1 . 

6. A resistor grid including a straight bar 
whose cross section has three similar ribs lo 
cated at equal angles to each other whereby 
a large radiating surface, com ared with the 
cross sectional area, is obtaine . 
In testimony that we claim the above, we‘ 

have hereunto subscribed our names. 
FRANK T. COPE. 
ARTHUR H. VAUGHAN. 


